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“EXO” is a very big project.  It is also quite unique in history.  EXO is a unified program involving several 
companies, institutions, individuals, groups, it is financial and technical, it is near-term and very long-term, in fact
so long-term that most of its objectives will not and cannot be realized within even the next several lifetimes.  

This makes EXO quite extraordinary in terms of capital investment growth as well as scientific research, 
application and achievement.  EXO is already growing and developing, with roots going back for a few decades 
in fact, and it is also in its very early stages.  Understanding the scope and breadth of EXO and its objectives, 
methods, and processes is not something that can be attained in a quick reading of one website or one 
executive summary.  The simplest, briefest introduction today may be found at

http://exo.tdyn.org

From there, you can find links that go to other brief introductory comments about the for-profit company, The 
Exoplanetary Corporation, and the for-profit investment fund, EXO Capital Fund, as well as the non-profit 
research institution, EXO Foundation.

EXO is definitely and explicitly about Space – all the space “up there” and how over the coming decades and 
centuries (yes!) we as the human species of Earth will “grow” into it – exploration, discovery, industrialization, 
commercialization, colonization.  EXO is also about a select core group of technologies, products, tools that will 
provide the fundamentals for all that will come and happen in a new and open-ended Space Age, but which will 
be used widely on Earth for many other applications, some of which are quite necessary and commercializable 
today and in the very near future.  EXO is designed to generate significant profitability and gainful returns for 
those who invest and acquire such technologies and products today and in the near future.  That present-use 
and near-term profitability is a very important and unique component of EXO and it is why the EXO Capital Fund,
organized and modeled upon classical and contemporary hedge fund principles, is a very central part of the 
whole EXO Vision and Program.

EXO is for “everyone” in terms of or society and our human species and civilization.  It is not for everyone in 
terms of participation including investment.  It is very valuable for those who believe in the Future and who want 
to be actively engaged in shaping that Future, bth near-term and far, far beyond any visible horizons.  EXO is 
very important for the region and people in which iy is establishing its base of operations, its concentration of 
physical attention, namely, the southeast region of Michigan.  However, EXO will benefit people, businesses, 
investors, students, workers, and all sectors of the population worldwide.  Remember, EXO is about building 
Today and through many Tomorrws the Foundations for the Next Steps of Human Civilization which lead off and 
away from planet Earth toward all the horizons that can be reached by our imagination.
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